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Join the Program Launch at CAFx2019!
The 6th edition of Copenhagen Architecture Festival (CAFx) will take place April 4th – 14th
in Denmark in Copenhagen, Aarhus and Odense. CAFx is the biggest annual Architecture
Festival in Scandinavia and the biggest filmfestival for architecture in the world. So if
you’re into architecture, design, future housing projects and innovative urban development
then Denmark is the place to be in April.
JOIN THE PROGRAM LAUNCH PARTY at DAC on March 14th where we will present the
full festival paper! We will also reveal the 12 nominees for the Almene Hjem-film competition.
For more information check out our Facebook event.
Our theme for this year’s festival is CHANGING IDEALS - a theme which finds its roots in
the 100 year jubilee of the Bauhaus Movement and The Danish Social Housing Sector (BL).
With the upcoming national election in Denmark it’s also our ambition to evaluate the core
values underpinning the development of the city and the society. We will reflect on the ways
architecture shapes human life and behaviour and, moreover, changes the world.
During the festival’s 11 days we present well over 100 events such as exhibitions,
conferences, debates, workshops, film screenings, guided tours and open houses at
Danish architecture studios for both professionals and passionate visitors.
Your cannot miss these must-see events:
● Learn about the Bauhaus Movement and the continuation of its traditions in today’s
architecture with debates and film screenings at Cinemateket
● Experience Denmark from a very Danish angle by joining our guided bike tours
exploring new Danish architecture and buildings
● Visit the beautiful Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe by watching the
mesmerizing documentary “Mies on Scene”
● Get acquainted with American “anarchitect” Gordon Matta-Clark when friends and
fans discuss his work in the intimate film “Crossed Words: Matta-Clark Friends”
Full festival programme will be published on March 14th, 2019
For more info please contact Head of Communications Monica Svane: monica@cafx.dk, or
visit the website www.cafx.dk.

